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sms news

Seho Marine Solutions at Norshipping 2019
Seho Marine Solutions (SMS) opened a booth at Hall D03 and presented
its business activities at Norshipping 2019 from June 4 to 7.
Under its core value of challenge, connectivity and commitment,
SMS showcased its retrofit engineering solutions including Sox
scrubbers, BWTS and marine technical services at the prestigious
marine exhibition.
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sms news

Seho Marine Solutions at Norshipping 2019
Kim Young-won, SMS’s CEO and president said,
“In this opportunity at Norshipping, we remain
committed to providing the best quality marine
solutions and we will keep endeavoring to achieve
steady growth in order to position ourselves as a
company with strong design capability and technical
experts in the newbuilding and repair sectors.”

SeHo Marine Services
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Marine Retrofit Engineering Service

Marine O&M Tech. Service

1. SOx Scrubber Engineering
2. BWTS Engineering
3. LNG Fueled Ship Engineering
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New Ship Design Service

Supply Service
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Conceptual Design
Basic Design
Detailed Design
Construction Design
Engineering Supervision
Test & Trials Support
Integrated Logistic Support
Training Supports
Ship & System, Equipment Upgrade

Engine Repair & Revision
Shaft System Survey & Solution
Electric Equipment Survey & Solution
Dry Docking Services
Pump, Cooler, Air Compressor
Ship's Elevator
LNG CCS Inspection & Repair

Outfitting Parts
Electric Parts
Package Assembly
Double wall Gas Pipe for DF Engine
Regasification Unit
Deck Machinery Parts
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Title
now & here in korea

Summer,
Rainy and Hot Season Starts!
Spring Korea’s summer is hot and humid with
monsoon rains beginning near the end of
June and lasting until mid to late July. During
this rainy season ‘jangma’ the rains come periodically for a few days. Following jangma,
summer heat actually begins. Summer temperatures can go to about 40°C. People try to
escape the heat by heading to the beach, the
swimming pool, or air-conditioned cafes and
malls. In Korea, however, many Koreans try to
beat the heat and counteract summer fatigue
by eating cool dishes as well as warm, healthy
foods. Cold watermelon, bingsu, and cold noodles naengmyeon offer some consolation to
the muggy weather. And others fight against
the summer heat with very hot foods such as
Samgyetang (Ginseng chicken soup).
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now & here in korea x K-STYLE FOOD

how to
survive
hot summer
in korea

1 / Fight Fire with Fire!
Summer is just around the corner. A weather forecast reported that it will be the
hottest early summer ever. So you need to pay attention to what you should eat to
maintain your health in the hot summer season.
In Korea, we have three hottest days called “sambok ,” which usually fall between
June and July. On one (or all) of these days, we enjoy a healthy dish of samgyetang
(Ginseng Chicken Soup).
According to traditional Korean medicine, ginseng and chicken are categorized as
foods which provide heat. It sounds ironic to eat hot food on hot summer days.
However, an experiment shows that eating hot food is more effective to cool the
body down than eating cold food. There is a Korean saying “fight fire with fire.”
Samgyetang is a nourishing food, using chicken and other healthy ingredients.
Besides, you can cook it easily at your home. With samgyetang, beat the heat and
stay energized during this summer.
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Ginseng Chicken Soup

Ingredients
for 2 servings
1 chicken
160g glutinous rice
20g ginseng*
50g peeled chestnut
30g garlic
6g jujube
7 cups water
* It is not recommended to include
ginseng for those who have high
blood pressure.

1.5 hour

How to Cook
1) Rinse glutinous rice well and soak in water for
an hour. Drain the water and keep aside.
2) Remove fat from the chicken cavity. Cut off the first
joint of its wings and tail.Then rinse it well.
3) Stuff the chicken with the glutinous rice and half of
the chestnut, garlic, jujube, and ginseng.
4) Seal its neck with a skewer.
5) Bore a hole through the skin of its leg. Cross the leg
and pass the other one through the hole making an
‘X’ mark.
6) Place the stuf fed chicken and the rest of the
ingredients in a pot. Cover with water and cook for
an hour.
7) Remove scum f requently. Whencooked season
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2 / Freeze the Summer with Bingsu!
The toppings for bingsu are endless from injeolmi, a traditional
rice cake coated with bean flour, to fruit bingsu, or you can simply top it with ingredients to your liking. Dig into kinds of bingsu
which are most loved by the Korean people at the midsummer!

Injeolmi Bingsu
It is a Korean style bingsu
topped with glutinous rice cakes
covered in soybean flour. The
café also serves other Korean
style desserts such as injeolmi
toast, danpatjuk (sweet red bean
porridge with rice cake), cheese
garaetteok (rice cake sticks),and
misutgaru (a multi-grain tea)

Traditional Red Bean Bingsu
Okrumong specializes in
old-fashioned red bean bingsu
topped with glutinous rice cake
and a drizzle of condensed
milk. Okrumong’s red bean is
slow cooked in a sot , a Korean
traditional caldron, which
helps retain a high level of
nutrients and produces a chewy
texture.

Mango Bingsu
Taiwan's traditional Mango
Bingsu is topped with a knockout combination of mango,
pudding and jelly. Homibing
is known for its unique flavors
such as taro with cheese, milk
tea with pudding, chocolate
with banana, and walnut and
pistachio.

Melon Bingsu
The Lga Coffee’s Melon Bingsu
uses half a melon as the bowl.
It is filled with shaved ice and
topped with melon balls. Lga
Coffee also serves various
bingsu that come in the following favors - yogurt, mixed
nuts, chocolate cheese cake,
grape fruit.

Yogurt Berry Bingsu
At Caffe Bene you can select
from a menu of more than 10
kinds of gelato and bingsu.
The flavors include blueberry,
chocolate, coffee and green tea.
Also, there are new items on the
menu - mango snowflake bingsu
and mango cheese cake bingsu.
You can enjoy other desserts like
waffle, honey bread, and cake.

Ice Flake Fruit Bingsu
Melons, watermelons and
pineapple, it’s all so refreshing.
You can really beat the heat
of summer with this fruity
bingsu. Also, SSuni Bingsu
has released a new item called
“Chela,” a bingsu topped with
cheesecake, melon yogurt ice
cream and red bean.
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k-style product

podaegi

Podaegi is a Korean-style baby carrier! The traditional Korean baby carrier blankets called podaegi are a hit among young hipster parents in
the U.S. and elsewhere. Even Hollywood celebrities such as Julia Roberts, Brad Pitt and Gwen
Stefani, posted their pictures of podaegi, which
is basically a large piece of cloth with two straps.
This traditional has also become a popular item
on online shopping sites. Many young parents
posted features photos of the Korean-style baby
carrier and instructions on how to use it.
Many people, however, looked down on podaegi as being backward and unsophisticated. This
traditional garment, however, is regaining attention in Korea. Many moms say that podaegi

is more comfortable, and the baby sleeps in it
better, too. Its greatest advantage is the entailed
intimacy between moms and her baby.
Moms say that podaegi holds a mom and a baby
very tightly together and being wrapped in a
podaegi allows them to listen to their mothers’ heartbeat and feel close to them. This helps
them restore the emotional stability that they
once had in their mothers’ uterus.
From a practical perspective, podaegi can allow
moms to use their arms freely and get things
done more quickly. Moms love the podaegi for
cooking, housework, yardwork and other times
when a quick back-carrying option is desirable.
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k-pop

Summer Queens Red Velvet is Back
with New Song “Zimzalabim”

Girl group Red Velvet released the new EP “The
ReVe Festival: Day 1,” which has topped many
music chart in the world. It was the group’s first
release in Korea in seven months - the group
was busy with concerts in North America and
Japan earlier this year.
The title track, “Zimzalabim,” expresses different genres from electronic dance music to gentle
ballad. Many fans believe it will hit this summer.
For the past two years, Red Velvet has earned

the title “Summer Queens” for topping charts
with catchy and energetic songs - in 2017 with
“Red Flavor” and “Power Up” in 2018.
“Zimzalabim” is taken from the phrase “Simsalabim,” the equivalent of “Abracadabra” in
some European countries. The lyrics are about
achieving one’s dreams and the group chants
“zimzalabim” repetitive times throughout the
song, seeming that the members are casting a
magical spell.
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k-culture
Alcohol-The History,
Life and Culture of Korea
Since ancient times, alcohol has been
people’s constant companion in Korea
and other countires. For most of the
people, it had been just for love, friendship and family. So what does it mean
to the generations of people to consume
alcohol? Let’s explore the beverage alcohol - and the role it plays in the
history, life, and culture of Korea.

Soju

The Most Popular Alcohol In Korea
On every day and in every place in Korea,
not only Koreans but also foreign visitors
are purchasing soju. Koreans love soju and
always introduces soju to foreigners and
local people when they gather.
The original Korean soju, called Andong
soju, was made based on Mongolian
brewing method. In the end of the Goryeo dynasty, the Mongolians who settled
in the city of Andong for military supply
brought their brewing technique to the
supply base. The basic method for brewing
soju is distillation. Andong soju is made
by distilling hard-steamed rice and nuruk,
a Korean traditional yeast fermented from
wheat. This is classified as premium soju
in Korea.
The common soju, which you can get
from any grocery store or restaurant in
Korea, is made of istilled water from sweet
potatoes or sugar canes. Mostly, the alcohol by volume in common soju is between
16 to 20 percent.
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Baekseju

Alcohol Beverage for Longevity

Makgeolli

The Oldest Korean Traditional
Alcohol Beverage
Soju is from Mongolia, but makgeolli is
native to Korea. In Korean, “mak” means
“careless” and geolli” means “filtering,”
thus makgeolli is an alcohol beverage
filtered carelessly. Makgeolli is also called
“takju” meaning “unclear alcohol beverage.” The reason for its unclear milky
liquid is that makgeolli is made by filtering
and brewing the steamed rice, nuruk, and
water altogether. It’s about 6 to 15 percent
alcohol by volume. In the past, hundreds
of alcohol beverages of all sorts were
brewed at home. Thus, Koreans only brew
makgeolli at home in secret because it is
very easy to brew and needs just a little
time. And so, makgeolli became the representative Korean alcohol beverage; where
it was once the choice of alcohol beverage
by the general public in Korea.

Baekseju is a non-glutinous rice-based
soju. With the popularity of soju in early
Joseon dynasty, Joseon began to make
baekseju. The alcohol percentage in this
soju is lower than the common soju or
Andong soju, attributed to its ingredients.
Its alcohol by volume is about 13 percent.
As the alcohol content is low the possibility of getting a red face and alcohol intoxication is also low; thus it was the preferred
alcohol by kings and noblemen of the
Joseon dynasty.
“Baekse” means “a hundred year old.” This
soju is commonly used in celebrations
as people in every generation longs for
longevity and health like the kings of the
Joseon Dynasty.

Other Alcohol Beverages
Gwailju, wine made from fruits, is one of
the alcohol beverages Koreans sometimes
brew at home. You can use any kind of
fruits for Gwailju —apples, plums, or a
mixture of fruits.
Bokbunjaju or raspberry wine is one of
the gwailju, which Koreans love because
of its varied benefits such as strengthening
energy, improving night vision and brain
activity, reinforcing bones, anti-aging, etc.
Its alcohol content varies according to the
alcohol base you use.
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Yaeju Culture
Drinking in Manner
Both-Hand Pouring & Turning Face
One of the unique drinking customs in Korea is
pouring out alcohol into the glass of others if he/
she accepts your offer. It is always good to accept
unless you have some special reason. As from the
old times, in Korea, elders and people in high positions have been treated with respect; you have to
use both hands to show them that you respect them
when you pour out alcohol into his/her glass or
when he/she pours it out into your glass. In addition, you have to turn your head to the left or right
when drinking it. And if you leave your glass empty
on the table, people might think that you have no
manners.
Sharing a Glass With Other People
Sharing a glass with other people is also a unique
custom. In the traditional wedding, the bride uses
the same glass that the groom has used. And in
the traditional ancestral rite, the same glass is used
when people partake of the sacrificial drink, which
is called “Eumbok”, which means sharing fortunes.
Somack Culture —The “Bomb”
Somack culture is one of the most interesting
drinking cultures in Korea. Somack is a compounded word taking the first syllable of soju and mackju—“beer” in English. It is commonly known as the
“bomb.”
fLike its word, somack is made by mixing soju and
beer. When they are mixed, the alcohol content becomes lower than that of soju and higher from that
of beer—up to 10 percent. And it is easier to drink
than drinking straight soju. That is the reason that
Koreans mix those beverages.
You would get drunk quicker. Korean likes to get
drunk faster because they want to feel comfortable with the people in a party or to boost up their
feelings.

Haejang: Relieving a Hangover
Kongnamulgukbab
Soybean Sprout Soup with Rice

Hwangtae Haejangguk
Pollack Stew

Kongnamulgukbab is the most
popular soup for haejang because you can buy bean sprouts
at any place and at a low price.
It is generally made with an
anchovy, pollack or tuna soup
base. Bean sprouts are wonderful detoxifies for not only the
liver but also excessive alcohol
consumption.

With pollack as the main
ingredient, a variety of haejang stews (stews to cure a
hangover) can be cooked. If
a fresh pollack is used for the
stew, it is called saengtae stew
—“saeng” means “fresh.” And
if a pollack that is frozen and
defrosted repetitively for more
than 20 times for 40 days is
used, it is called hwangtae stew
—“hwang” means “yellow.”
The pollack for hwangtae turns
yellowish through the freezing
and defrosting process and it
is cholesterol free containing
two times more protein than a
fresh pollack. Hwangtae helps
boost metabolism and relieves
the alcohol intoxication in your
body.
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Korean Self –Massage Hand Therapy, Ji-ap
When you feel uncomfortable in a stomachache or
have headache, you can try to massage your hands to
relieve it. First you will find any pen. That’s it! Now
you are ready to do Hand Therapy. This Korean fork
remedy was originated from the Koryo Hand Therapy.
Originally, it is done by acupuncture sujichim. But
sujichim could be difficult for an amateur, so people
have devised the easy way by using a pen or a pressing
gesture.

What is ‘Hand Therapy’?

Hand Therapy derived from the theory that hands are
a micro-cosmos of the body. It is a scientific medical
system that is simple to learn and easy to perform
without causing any harm or side effects to the patient.
If you are in pain or have a problem somewhere in
your body, the reactions are reflected on the hands in
the form of tender points. Therefore, the stimulation of
the tender points positively affects pain relief.

How?

1. Find points.
2. Press each point for 30 seconds.
3. Case-by-Case

Stomachache
The symptoms of stomachache
include fever, inability to digest
food, and abnormal frequent
urination.

Vomiting, Sickness
The symptoms of vomiting
include headache, tingling
hands and feet, loss of appetite,
abdominal pain and nausea.

Headache
The symptoms of headache include wake up with a headache,
difficult to fall asleep or to stay
asleep, and chronic fatigue.

Hiccup
The symptoms of Hiccup
include a slight tightening
sensation in your chest, and
abdomen.

Indigestion
The symptoms of indigestion
include bloating (full feeling),
belching and gas, nausea and
vomiting, acidic taste, and
growling stomach
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offshore plant
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List
1 New building prices expected to rise thanks to
Qatar LNG carriers order
2 Ulsan metro city, collaboration meeting with Russia
for energy & marine industry
3 DSME countermeasures committee fights against
selling DSME

1
Newbuilding prices Expected to Rise
thanks to Qatar LNG Carriers Order
Korean shipbuilders are expected to secure a lot
of work thanks to the large-scale LNG carriers
from Qatar, and at the same time, they will be
able to raise their newbuilding prices.
Rahul Kapoor, a senior transport analyst at
Bloomberg, said Qatar’s fleet of LNG vessels
will help boost shipbuilders’ prices. As shipyard
shipments are rapidly filling, the LNG carrier’s
newbuilding price has slipped from a long period of recession to $ 200 million, and that it will
surge to a higher level.
He said that the 2018 LNG shipbuilding boom
was partly attributable to the attractive newbuilding prices, but that the 2019 LNG ship-

building order could be attributed to the fear
that ship owners may miss the available capacity
/ slots.
Kapoor believes that rising ship prices will hurt
the market sentiment in the LNG shipping industry and encourage ship owners to look for
shipyards for future ship purchases.
He predicted that shipbuilders ‘capacity utilization will rise and profitability will improve as
the shipbuilders’ order backlog of Korean shipbuilders continues to be maintained until 202223 thanks to the order intake of LNG carriers.
He added that Hyundai Heavy Industries’ order backlog for the commercial vessels division
is about $ 24.5 billion, Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering’s $ 11.6 billion, and Samsung Heavy’s $ 10.4 billion, respectively. Total
order backlog of three big shipbuilders reach
$ 60~ 65 billion and this would be the highest
number since 2015.

2

Ulsan Metro City, Collaboration
Meeting with Russia for Energy &
Marine Industry
Song Cheol-ho, a mayor of Ulsan City, and his
visiting delegation of Russian, Dutch and Danish investment advisers met with Russian major
enterprises such as Rosneft, Luke Oils and NovaTech in Moscow on June 24. ‘Ulsan City-Russia’s Far Eastern Energy and Shipbuilding Indus-
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try Cooperation Plan’ was discussed.
At the investment meeting, Song Cheol-ho
called for aggressive investment in oil-gas cooperation between Russia and Ulsan through the
expansion of East Siberia Pacific Oil pipeline
(ESPO) and investment in Ulsan’s oil and gas
hub business in Northeast Asia.
In addition, as part of the Korea - Russia shipbuilding cooperation plan, a cooperation network for shipbuilding equipment and technology manpower training exchange program was
proposed.
Rosneft is the largest oil and gas company in
Russia and the largest state-owned company in
the world in terms of LNG reserves and production. In order to modernize the Zebedda shipyard in the Far East, Rohneft is under collaboration with Korean shipbuilders, Hyundai Heavy
Industries and Samsung Heavy Industries. NovoTec is one of the largest natural gas producers
in Russia and participates in the Arctic Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) -2 project (Phase 2), which
is leading the oil refinery industry in oil and gas
exploration and production.

3

DSME Countermeasures Committee
Fights Against Selling DSME
The Geoje Civic Action Committee held a press
conference on the tent site in front of the main

gate of Daewoo Shipbuilding on June 24 and
said, “We set up the site for block the inspection
on May 8 and decided to convert the tent site
which has maintained last 47 days to <Fighting
against Daewoo’s Acquisition>. And strongly
announced “Tent sites will continue until the
day Daewoo’s acquisition and merger is withdrawn”.
In addition, the fact that the on-site inspection
has been canceled does not mean that the government and Hyundai Heavy Industries intend
to acquire Daewoo Shipbuilding and Merger,
and that the attempt of the due diligence has not
been completed, and the on-site inspection is
not a legal requirement for merger and acquisition. “We can not slow down the tension because of the small victory.”
Meanwhile, the governor of Gyeongsangbuk-do,
Kim Kyung-soo, said, “It is not easy to object to
Gyeongsangnam-do because it is going to be
carried out at the government level” regarding
the sale of Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering at a news conference on the issue of
Kyungnam Province on 24th.
He said, “The role of Gyeongnam province is to
be guaranteed in the process of sale so that the
employment security of Daewoo shipbuilding
workers and its affiliated companies will not be
difficult, and this must be a prerequisite for the
sale of the shipbuilding industry.

